
BRAND STANDARDS GUIDE



ESTABLISHED IN 1991, PJ Trailers has become a respected leader in open trailer manufacturing, 

always pulling the industry forward. The PJ Trailers brand is synonymous with innovative, high-

quality, and superbly constructed trailers. In fact, we make it our mission to provide unmatched 

quality of product, far above what other manufacturers offer. We do this by putting the user first 

with our comprehensive dealer support and customer service. PJ Trailers is customer-centric, 

which means we’re product-centric—we build premier products from the highest quality parts so 

our users have the best trailers, full stop. Building and providing the best open trailers in the 

industry is central to the PJ Trailers brand promise, and our communication of that promise is 

outlined in the following pages.

SMARTLY
DESIGNED,
SUPERBLY
CONSTRUCTED
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PJ TONE OF VOICE IS
confident, dynamic, authoritative, 

positive and direct. It shows 
strength, experience and toughness. 

It respects its audience and 
demonstrates honesty.

PJ TONE OF VOICE IS 

NOT cocky, arrogant or smug. It is 
not jargon-based, overly technical, 

overly long, or boring. It isn’t flowery,  
and it isn’t shy.

Why is it important to have a  
consistent tone of voice?
Using a consistent tone of voice reflects the core identity of PJ Trailers and 
what the brand stands for in every communication. An established Tone of 
Voice helps you plan your messaging and choose what to emphasize.
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WHAT
IS TONE
OF VOICE?

ALONG WITH LOOK AND FEEL, TONE OF VOICE 
IS WHAT HELPS GIVE A BRAND ITS DISTINCT 
PERSONALITY THAT SETS IT APART FROM 
EVERYONE ELSE. THIS TONE OF VOICE NEEDS TO 
BE REFLECTED ACROSS ALL COMMUNICATION.
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TENETS OF OUR MESSAGING
A set of principles that are distinctive, but are simple enough for everyone 
to follow, that conveys the idea that PJ Trailers is the premier manufacturer 
of professional grade trailers. 

ALWAYS BE PERSONAL:  
We, Us, You

ALWAYS BE PROUD:  
Our products are labors of love 

ALWAYS BE INSPIRATIONAL:  
We lead by example by giving it our all 

ALWAYS BE SIMPLE AND CLEAR:  
Don’t write 5 words when 3 will do

ALWAYS BE INNOVATIVE:  
Never stop finding new ways to build 
brand recognition

As a leader in the industry, PJ Trailers pulls the industry forward by offering 
customers customizable, premium trailers capable of handling any critical 
task required to get the job done. MODERN & FORWARD-THINKING:

Seeking the smartest solutions, technically inclined with a respect for data and 
expertise, driving toward a new paradigm defined by efficiency and effectiveness.

NEVER SETTLE:
Ceaseless commitment to the ideal, intent on constant improvement, 
results-focused and purposeful in pursuit of success/winning.

HONOR & INTEGRITY:
Loyalty to partners, employees and customers, never competing with dealers, 
strong dealer development, industry-leading warranties and customer service.

AMBITIOUS & UNYIELDING:
Impatient with status quo, relentless in drive to develop new ways of doing 
things, high-energy and focused.

COMPETENT & DILIGENT:
Valuing precision, crispness in thinking, aesthetics and execution, curious, 
seeking greater insights, confident this points in the direction of success.

SUPPORTIVE & RESPECTFUL:
Service orientation, empathy and care, deep-seated sense of responsibility to 
customers and partners, loyalty and honor.

TAILORED SOLUTIONS:
Customizable and flexible products, the right components and options, 
empowering customers to succeed in their exact circumstances. 

INNOVATIVE APPROACH:
Innovative manufacturing approaches, solution-focused feature sets, intent on 
forging a path rather than following one.

PRO-GRADE & WELL-MADE:
Combining brains and brawn, premium trailers that are smart, strong, and well-
supported, capable of handling the critical tasks customers require.

PJ BRAND CHARACTERISTICS

BRAND IDEA: 
Pulling the Trailering 

Industry Forward

EMOTIONAL BENEFIT: 
Driving Ambition

FUNCTIONAL BENEFIT: 
Smart & Strong

1 2 3
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ULTRA-WIDE MONSTER STEPFORMED FRAME FOR MAX SUPPORT UNIWALL STEEL TECHNOLOGY

SMART SELLS. It’s why PJ packs more innovation, clever engineering and work-simplifying features into our new 14k Low Profile Dump Pro (DL). 
We’ve reimagined our design and fabrication to deliver stronger, lighter and more dependable dump trailers than ever. Form-rolled steel adds structural 
integrity, reduces corrosion-vulnerable seams, and lowers the trailer weight to increase load capacity. Factor in our other ingenious improvements and 

these dumps are nearly smart enough to sell themselves.

WE MADE THE
BEST EVEN

BETTER

For more information, visit pjtrailers.com

DL 14K LOW PROFILE DUMP PRO
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HOW TO USE  
TONE OF VOICE IN 
COMMUNICATIONS
Headlines should be direct, inspirational and easy to grasp. Be efficient 
and use familiar words and phrases in a clear, smart way. 

Secondary copy should provide evidence for the claim made in the 
headline. It should include the details about the brand and product that 
are most relevant to the target customer. It should all relate back to the 
headline, especially in the closing sentence. 

Include a call-to-action that gives the readers a next step to engage 
further with the brand (social media links, website, or similar.)

Examples of headlines in print ads.

SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISON

DG 14K LOW-PROFILE DUMP
Available Lengths

Formed I-Beam Frame

KTI 12V Hydraulic Pump & Lockable Toolbox

Tarp

Gate

Wholesale Price

Learn more at PJTrailers.com

Which model is right for your customer?
Our new DG model is a more streamlined, budget-friendly version of our 
bestselling DL. The DG is perfect for customers who need a reliable dump 
trailer, but don’t necessarily require all the features the DL offers. While 
the DG suits the cost-sensitive customer, the DL is ideal for a Pro Grade 
customer interested in design innovations that get the job done smarter. 
Here’s how the two compare side-by-side:

Is your customer interested in some of the features of the DL, but not the price? The DG creates a new price point 
in the market for users that need to a Pro Grade trailer without all of the bells and whistles.

DG DLVS
Checkmark denotes stock options

PRICE ADVANTAGE DG

DL 14K LOW-PROFILE DUMP PRO

BARN DOOR GATE 2-WAY GATE (BARN DOORS & SPREADER GATE)

12,000 LB. JACK

14’

20” TALL SIDES / 12GA. SIDES & 11GA. BED

12’, 14’, 16’

24” TALL SIDES / 10GA. SIDES & BED

FORMED ONE-PIECE SIDE**  

$6,740$5,715

RAMP READY
 Slide-In Ramps Available ($300)

TARP BRACKETS (NO SHROUD)
 Tarp Kit Available ($200)

8,000 LB. JACK

Pro price reflects 14’ model

Top Wind Drop Leg Jack

Ramps

Bed & Sides

Uniwall Steel Technology

Monster Step

Ramps and tarp kits are available through

FORMED ONE-PIECE SIDE*

Formed One-Piece Top Rail, Side & Bed**  Formed One-Piece Top Rail & Side*DG DL
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OUR  
BRAND’S 
LOOK AND  
FEEL

COLORS, FONTS, LOGOS  
AND PHOTOGRAPHY 

Color, type, logo: These elements are effective in point-of-purchase materials used 
to call attention to brand strengths and increase brand recognition.



PANTONE®  
CLASSIC BLUE  

(19-4052 TPX)

CMYK: C99 M76 Y24 K8
RGB:  R15 G76 B129
HEX:  #0F4C81

CORE COLORS PRIMARY

ACCENT

SECONDARY Use only in conjunction with our primary colors. These colors are 
also approved for copy color.

These colors are ideal for backgrounds or headlines.

Use these colors sparingly. They are meant for small accents only, 
such as bullet points or to highlight a few words of copy. 

COLOR 
PRIORITY 

CHART

45

25
15

6
3

321
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PANTONE®  
SMOKED PEARL 

(18-0000 TCX)

PANTONE®  
OYSTER MUSHROOM 

(13-4201 TCX)

PANTONE®  
SCARLETT SAGE  

(19-1559 TCX)

PANTONE®  
ADRENALINE RUSH 

(18-1553 TCX)

PANTONE®  
BRIGHT WHITE 

(11-0601 TCX)

PANTONE®  
MOONLESS NIGHT  

(19-4203 TCX)

PANTONE®  
BLACK 6 C  

(18-1551 TCX)

CMYK: C60 M51 Y49 K18
RGB:  R102 G104 B106
HEX:  #66686A

CMYK: C24 M18 Y17 K0
RGB:  R194 G195 B198
HEX:  #C3C6C8

CMYK: C20 M100 Y100 K10
RGB:  R157 G32 B37
HEX:  #b62025

CMYK: C20 M100 Y100 K12
RGB:  R179 G26 B35
HEX:  #B31A23

CMYK: C0 M0 Y0 K0
RGB:  R255 G255 B255
HEX:  #ffffff

CMYK: C74 M65 Y59 K57
RGB:  R46 G50 B54
HEX:  #2E3236

CMYK: C65 M66 Y68 K82
RGB:  R29 G21 B17
HEX:  #1C1511

1  Backgrounds should primarily remain page white.

2   Red and White are the primary colors with Red taking precedence over White.

3   The 4 secondary colors should be used only in conjunction with the primary 
colors but can also be used as text colors.

4   The accent colors should be used sparingly as bullet points or to highlight text. 



LOGO USAGE
APPROVED LOGOS
The Brand Signature can be set horizontally as shown. Always 
adhere to the guidelines regarding sizing, positioning and 
placement on backgrounds.

For one-color usage. 
Use either the solid 
black or white logo.

Red is a key aspect of our logo. 
White text on red background 
or red text on white background 
are the preferred executions. 

Minimum logo size is 1 inch wide in print or 96 
pixels wide on the web.

SPACING & SIZE
SIZING AND CLEAR SPACE

Never crowd the PJ logo with other visual elements. Give the logo 
room to breathe to help it stand out. Use the height of the P in PJ as 

a guide to establish sufficient red or black space around the logo.

What Not to Do

1" / 96 pixels

P

P
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Notes:  1) Do not use non-brand colors 2) Do not use shapes as a background 3) Do not use bevel and emboss effect, or any others 
4) Do not use multiple brand colors together 5) Do not distort the logo in any way 6) Do not use two logos at the same time



For one-color usage. Use the 
Black with White text logo. 

Our triangle logo reflects our history. When used, the gray and white star 
versions are the preferred executions. 

Minimum logo size is .5 inches wide in print or 48 
pixels wide on the web.

.5" / 48 pixels

What Not to Do
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LOGO USAGE
APPROVED LOGOS
Use of the PJ Trailers legacy triangle logo is also acceptable. 
Always adhere to the guidelines regarding sizing, positioning and 
placement on backgrounds.

SPACING & SIZE
SIZING AND CLEAR SPACE

Never crowd the PJ logo with other visual elements. Give the logo 
room to breathe to help it stand out. 

Notes:  1) Do not use non-brand colors 2) Do not use shapes as a background 3) Do not use bevel and emboss effect, or any others 
4) Do not use multiple brand colors together 5) Do not distort the logo in any way 6) Do not use two logos at the same time



LOGO USAGE
SPECIAL PURPOSE LOGOS
These are special purpose logos that have been approved for 
unique usage. Always adhere to the guidelines regarding sizing, 
positioning and placement on backgrounds.

Minimum logo size is .5 inches wide in print or 
48 pixels wide on the web.

.5" / 48 pixels

What Not to Do
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SPACING & SIZE
SIZING AND CLEAR SPACE

Never crowd the PJ logo with other visual elements. Give the logo 
room to breath and help it stand out.

Minimum logo size is 1 inch wide in print or 
96 pixels wide on the web.

1" / 96 pixels

Notes:  1) Do not use non-brand colors 2) Do not use shapes as a background 3) Do not use bevel and emboss effect, or any others 
4) Do not use multiple brand colors together 5) Do not distort the logo in any way 6) Do not use two logos at the same time



LOGO USAGE
SPECIAL PURPOSE LOGOS
These are special purpose logos that have been approved for unique 
usage. Always adhere to the guidelines regarding sizing, positioning and 
placement on backgrounds.

Minimum logo size is .5 inches wide in print or 48 pixels wide on the web.

.5" / 48 pixels

What Not to Do
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SPACING & SIZE
SIZING AND CLEAR SPACE

Never crowd the PJ logo with other visual elements. 
Give the logo room to breath and help it stand out.

Minimum logo size is 1 inch wide in print or 96 pixels wide on the web.

1" / 96 pixels

Notes:  1) Do not use non-brand colors 2) Do not use shapes as a background 3) Do not use bevel and emboss effect, or any others 4) Do not use multiple 
brand colors together 5) Do not distort the logo in any way 6) Do not use two logos at the same time



EMAIL TYPE
Use Helvetica and Helvetica Bold for 
email correspondences. 

Helvetica
Helvetica Italic

Helvetica Bold
Helvetica Bold Italic

WE MADE THE BEST 
EVEN BETTER
The perfect time will never happen. Accaborrum simet, tene eaquisque 
listis autatem nis ipsam ra nonet et aperis doluptatius sus doluptam, ut ut 
por simeniaerume corum volupturit, quam dolorum sequatur latquia nis 
eos. veriassim suntium evellecum 

dolupta quatur re Evelecuptae laciatatur? Tem 
invent quundem et lanis re officius esto est, sim 
est, estem quiatin iatque venist dolla nus. Ur, 
adiamente et, to mos et, si cuptaturit qui nos eos ea 
autatemodi nonsequibus nos estotae elest 
remporia doluptate pa doloribus moditio. Nequi 
core volo cusdae explant laut laut quas eum esed 
et ipit liquunt eum et qui sitaspicid quianda.

Nitatecabo. Ut harchicidel in consequat et aut 
voloritio es autatis aut autenis modigenihici 
aborrov idundem porecep eliqui tenda perenis 
derroritis de dolupta denis sundem quodior ruptae 
ipsuntus alis ditio. Ebit utem aut aliqui volendu 
cidusti nis aut alitiore, occaturiam imus eum quiam 
que od ex explit la venihilis.

Ut ant utem que mintemp osander umquae core-
molore oditionseque con nossime doloria spieni 
cores et volor a qui comnihi taspel il et a volorem 
dolesed ullent, sim fugitatem et ut auda inis ea in-
cianis doloreperiam experemo etum alitis maxi-
mintin re sus aut ut aut ea coribus pre, solupis en-
del ius asi as dunt fugianimus exeri sit as 
doluptatibus same magnis rest, ne seriaspit, sam is 
ut fugiatios sus.

Iquas quae dolecearum adist, tores et liquat et 
labo. Iliquam illab in commoll uptatatquis ipiet 
hillore pudias earum nonseque porum quaspic 
tenis vendi dolores cipitatem et quis dene ex ex 
expedi omni dolum faciis debitatum rem. Bus.

Optur ad quist quati re laborae labo. Ut porem 

TYPE SPECIMEN

Oswald Heavy
Oswald Bold
Oswald Regular
Oswald Light 

Roboto Black
Roboto Bold
Roboto Regular
Roboto Light
Roboto Black Italic
Roboto Bold Italic
Roboto Italic
Roboto Light Italic
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CORE TYPE
APROVED FONTS
Typography shouldn’t be overlooked as a key element within your branding toolkit. It 
is important to adhere to the fonts specified in this document to help achieve brand 
consistency and recognition.



PHOTOGRAPHY
LIFESTYLE PHOTOGRAPHY
It’s important that the trailer is the focal point of the image and that 
the product is functioning at its best. Tone of lifestyle imagery is 
best reflected in the environments where the customer and trailers 
do their everyday work. Trailer models featured in photography 
should be as current as possible.
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PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY
As seen here, the trailer should be the focus of all product photography. We should use 
a range of imagery that shows off what the models can do, as well as make sure that 
we’re featuring the most up-to-date models available.

Photography Page 27

STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY
When it becomes necessary to utilize lifestyle stock art: Keep it authentic, Keep it real. 



OVERLAYS
STYLIZED PHOTOGRAPHY
Color overlays can be used to add more drama to a photo, and can also be used as a 
background picture for text. When overlaying, only use the Multiply effect with either 
the Black 6C or the Aura Orange colors listed on page 15. With a red overlay, have 
the opacity set to 100%, and with a black overlay, have the opacity set to 75%.

Original image below, multiply images to the left.

Overlays Page 29



APPAREL
Even on apparel, staying consistent with the PJ Trailers brand is important in 

order to best represent who we are and what we do.

HOW TO 
CREATE  
PJ BRANDED 
APPAREL 



APPAREL COLOR PALETTE
GUIDELINES TO HELP PJ CREATE THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
Brand colors should also be reflected in the clothes we wear. These colors make you instantly 
recognizable as part of the PJ Trailers team. Furthermore, wearing PJ Trailers branded colors 
demonstrates pride and cohesiveness with the overall brand. 

WHAT NOT TO DO
Stick to the brand colors only for shirts. Stay away from patterns and off-brand colors.

PANTONE®  
BRIGHT WHITE 
(11-0601 TCX)

EXPANDED COLOR PALETTE FOR APPAREL ONLY
Expanded color palette allows for more options while staying in the range of corporate brand colors.

PANTONE®  
SMOKED PEARL 

(18-0000 TCX)

PANTONE®  
OYSTER  

MUSHROOM 
(13-4201 TCX)

PANTONE®  
ADRENALINE 

RUSH  
(18-1553 TCX)

PANTONE®  
BLACK 6 C  

(18-1551 TCX)
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©2020 PJ Trailers. 


